From the twentieth century on, legalization process has been evident in international relations. As a core issue of international law and relation, dispute settlement between States has been evolving from its tit-for-tat strategy to diplomatic and then legal control. Based on the GATT DSP, the WTO DSM has achieved significant progress in legalization. In particular, as more DSM decision have been complied by member States, legalization process of trade dispute resolution via WTO is regarded promising. From the viewpoint of the legalization theory, in comparison to the GATT, the compliance of the WTO DSM’s decisions have become more precise. The WTO members have granted more authorities to its panel of the AB or DSB. It means that in the aspect of compliance of the WTO DSM’s decisions, the degree of delegation to the DSB has been lifted to a higher level.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Peaceful settlement of dispute is a highly topical issue of international legal studies. Today, disputes arising among sovereign States should be settled by neutral, impartial and technical judicial measures, called international dispute settlement mechanisms (“IDSMs”). It may be described as the “movement of legalization.”

In the course of ‘legalization,’ judicialization on the issue of dispute settlement, or even a form of institutionalization, the members of the international community such as sovereign States and Non-State Actors (“NSAs”) have tried to seek mutually accepted solutions governing dispute settlement in a precise manner. Nonetheless, the international disputes are not often legalized mainly because each State tends to avoid judicial settlement when the dispute may seriously impair its core national interests. Thus, ‘compliance’ is always a very critical momentum to the legalization of the international society.

One of the noticeable examples in the compliance of IDSMs is the course evolving from the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (“GATT”) dispute settlement procedures (“DSP”) to the World Trade Organization (“WTO”) dispute settlement mechanism (“DSM”). At this turning point, the international community has installed the ‘teeth’ for compliance such as the ‘retaliation,’ ‘judicialization’ or fundamental ‘conversion’ of instruments leading to the resolution of international trade disputes with solid and strong aegis; it changes the way domestic-level political process approaches concerning trade policies. Dichotomous discrepancies can be found between the GATT DSP and the WTO DSM; the former purports to restore the “balance of concessions” of the contracting parties, while the latter commits itself to induce compliance with the obligations therein. It can be inferred that the legalization of compliance procedures serves as an imperative comprising the cornerstone of providing security and predictability for the multilateral trading system. In this case, the members could have more confidence and expectation so that the obligations should be conducted under the cooperative legal framework and thus the defaults are supposed to be redressed. Actually, the WTO DSM can be conducted effectively and legitimately on the basis of ‘compliance’ by the members. The purpose of invoking the system is to seek ultimate solutions which could be realized by shielding the
arena from the dynamics of international politics. Compliance procedures are the final resort for members to retain their rights and fulfill obligations under the multilateral trading system. Here, the legalization of compliance procedures is to realize trade justice. Therefore, it is necessary to figure out the legalization of compliance procedures of IDSMs.

The legalization of compliance procedures is a very significant research topic for China who has frequently been and are still likely to be brought to the WTO DSM. After China’s accession to WTO, it is not unusual for China to be the respondents in trade cases filed mainly by the US and the EU. In those cases, when China defended unsuccessfully, the question of compliance may arise. On January 13, 2014, e.g., the US requested to establish a compliance panel to adjudicate the case on “Countervailing and Anti-Dumping Duties on Grain Oriented Flat-rolled Electrical Steel from the United States” (WT/DS 414). It was the first compliance proceeding lodged against China under the WTO DSM. Since joining WTO, China has been actively trying to incorporate its rules into her domestic legal system through legislation. China has also been endeavoring to implement the decisions of the WTO DSM. In this course, China’s record of compliance is overall satisfactory. However, China has been severely criticized for the compliance level to the WTO decisions. E.g., China’s institutional capacity and normative tension are referred to as the evidence of her future default in the compliance of WTO decisions. ‘Paper compliance’ theory accuses that China has adopted a duplicity or avoidance strategy in the WTO compliance. The compliance is thus a litmus paper for the legalization the WTO DSM in a country.

The main purpose of this research is to answer the following questions: What obligations, to what extent, and in which ways the legalization of compliance procedures are imposed on the members? Such a fundamental question can be divided into those sub-inquiries: How rules governing the compliance, especially the implementation of recommendations and rulings, are to stipulate contents, methods and degrees of compliance on the members?; How precise are these rules to be?; What are the implications of such precision on the members?; To what authorities have the members granted to the DSB or the compliance panel?; and What are the limitations of these delegations?

This paper is composed of five parts including Introduction and Conclusion.
Part two will introduce the legalization of IDSMs in the international sphere. Parts three and four will analyze three crucial elements of legalization in the GATT DSP and the WTO DSM. From a comparative viewpoint, a normative approach will be adopted to argue and demonstrate the upward legalization of compliance procedures. These parts will emphasize the significant rules and norms under the GATT DSP and the WTO DSU. Part five will share a brief conclusion on the comparison between the GATT DSP and the WTO DSM. Some reflections on the topic from the vantage point of legalization theory will also be made.

II. LEGALIZATION OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE DISPUTE SETTLEMENT

The twenty-first century’s globalization has taken a multi-dimensional shape continuously developing at a high speed. As the globe has been getting much smaller, the international cooperation has been expanding unprecedentedly. In this process, legalization would increase the credibility for the compliance of international commitment, reduce the transaction costs, and thus, are favored by domestic actors. In spite of many difficulties, legalization is regarded as a general trend of contemporary world community.

Since the early twenty-first century, the academics and practitioners of international law and relations have carried out significant research in the theory of legalization. According to them, the concept of legalization consists of precision, obligation, and delegation. It can be also categorized through two parts, i.e., legislation and compliance, which can be further divided into the development of international law, strengthening the role of international law, the adoption or incorporation of international law in domestic legal system, and the compliance of international law. Both approaches have their own advantages to conceptualize legalization: the former may focus more on ‘analysis’ and the latter concentrate more on ‘expression.’ However, the author will pragmatically choose the three elements of legalization as the methodological ground to this research. Such a stance can serve better to examine the multi-dimension of legalization in the contemporary global society.
In the meantime, the legalization process of the international arena is different from that of the domestic society, which usually maintains a top-down and unitary governance system. Since there is no central authority in the international society, no member can monopolize the use of force under international law for the compliance of IDSM’s decisions. As a result, they would set up IDSMs through international negotiations in a horizontal layout of legal arrangement.

In modern times, international disputes are largely resolved by diplomatic measures rather than armed forces. After the end of the Cold War, particularly, judicial and quasi-judicial ways began to be widely adopted. IDSM not only promotes world peace, but also represents the systematic transformation of international law from substantive to procedural legal system. In this course, the tension between legalization and sovereignty should be mitigated. Also, IDSM should be realized with the constant interaction between politics and law.

In recent, almost all governing sectors of the international society have been legalized. Alongside this development, the international trade system has certainly been instrumental in establishing rule of law with considerable experience of legalization. The theory of legalization is a useful tool to analyze the development of international trade regulations, not only in a general panoramic way, but also specific issues like anti-dumping in an in-depth manner.

The WTO DSM is the core of current multilateral trade system. As the “Jewelry of the Crown,” it has legalized the international trade dispute mechanism to a high level. Noticeable is the Understanding of Rules and Procedures governing the Settlement of Disputes (“DSU”), which is a significant achievement of the Uruguay Round. DSU prescribes rules for adopting and complying the WTO DSM’s decisions. A key part of the WTO DSM is that the compliance of its decisions has been brought into the trajectory of legalization. The ‘teeth’ in DSM has contributed significantly to the WTO system, by effectively increasing legalization levels of multilateral trade system. From the GATT DSP to the WTO DSM, the ‘compliance’ in trade dispute settlement can be legalized under the three dimensions: the precise rules concerning the compliance of the WTO DSM decisions; the obligation of the member States to comply with the DSM’s decisions; and the grant of authority to the panel, the Appellate Body ("AB") or the Dispute Settlement Body ("DSB").
III. THE STRENGTHENING OBLIGATION OF COMPLIANCE FROM THE GATT DSP TO THE WTO DSM

In the WTO DSM and the GATT DSP, the obligation is considered as ‘fundamental.’ The term ‘obligation’ means that States or NSAs are bound to rules or other commitments. DSM *de jure* obliges members to comply with its decisions. It is different from DSP which contains more political weight.

After World War II, the US-led western group of States tried to rebuild the world trade order. Their main interest was to legalize the international trade. The GATT, a part of the International Trade Organization (“ITO”), was actually brought into interim operation when ITO was aborted due to the US failing to ratify. Since the GATT was drafted merely as trade rules, it did not make clear distinctions between diplomatic, judicial or quasi-judicial methods. According to Article 23 of the GATT, when the interests accrued to any contracting party under the GATT are nullified, impaired or the attainment of any objective of the GATT are impeded, the Contracting Parties (“CPs”) can undertake investigation, recommendation, ruling and consultation procedures. If the violations did occur, the CPs can decide to authorize the injured contracting party to suspend the application to the concerning contracting party or parties of such concessions or other obligations under the GATT. During the early days of the GATT, trade dispute settlement was often relied on the efforts of the Executive President of the CPs. As the number of contracting parties increased, however, it was gradually accepted as the main pattern of trade dispute settlement that the working party consisted of staff from the contesting parties and representatives from neutral contracting party. Apparently, the agreement between parties can hardly be accessed, leaving the working party ineffective. Under such an arrangement, it was ultimately prospected either to face the impasse between the parties who had to adopt the tit-for-tat strategy, or to recur political and diplomatic ways outside the GATT. It is a noticeable feature of the GATT DSP. As shown in *Allocations Families* case, the GATT began handling trade disputes with an independent panel. It was a great leap from the politics to a rule-based direction in the course of legalizing DSP.

Up until the establishment of WTO, the GATT DSP had been legalized in
steady stages. Nonetheless, the GATT did not have a chance to develop the issue of compliance. As an important document of the Tokyo Round, the “Understanding Regarding Notification, Consultation, Dispute Settlement and Surveillance” in 1979 (hereinafter the Understanding) confirmed the ‘obligation’ of the contracting party to implement the panel or working party’s recommendations and rulings in a declarative way. Paragraph 21 of the Understanding stipulates that the CPs should give prompt consideration to the report of the panel or working party. Paragraph 22 provides that when the recommendations and rulings of the CPs are not implemented within a reasonable period of time, the contracting party may bring the case to ask the CPs to make suitable efforts with a view to finding an appropriate solution. To simplify, the GATT has not exerted direct legal obligation to implement the panel or working party’s recommendations and rulings. Under the GATT DSP, the ‘obligation’ to implement is left to diplomatic and political deliberations of the contracting party, which is in congruence with the politically dominated track in the DSP system. In 1989, the Montreal Ministerial Conference adopted the decision of “Improvements to the GATT Dispute Settlement Rules and Procedures” (hereinafter the Decision). The Decision, in its first paragraph of Part I, provides the compliance as follows:

Prompt compliance with recommendations or rulings of the CPs under Article 23 [of the GATT] is essential in order to ensure effective resolution of disputes to the benefit of all contracting parties. [Emphasis added]

Undoubtedly, there is a wide gap between the wordings “is essential to implement” and “is obliged to do so.” The latter denotes that no leeway for the contracting parties concerned to decide on the question of implementation, while the former grants the power concerning compliance to the States (or regions). It was true that legalization began to develop in DSP when the panel was composed for the first time. However, legalization in the area of compliance did not catch up to the same level.

The ‘obligation’ of member States to comply with the WTO DSM’s decisions originates from the WTO DSU, which has formulated ‘rules net’ prescribing the members’ obligations of compliance. First, Article 19 of DSU stipulates that when the panel or the AB concludes that a trade measure is inconsistent with the
pertinent covered agreement, the panel and the AB shall recommend the concerning members to bring that measure into conformity with the covered agreement, which is deemed the primary remedial mean under DSM.\textsuperscript{54} Second, similar to the expression of the Decision, Article 21.1 of DSU sets the basic principle of compliance; prompt implementation of the panel or the AB’s recommendations and rulings is essential for the benefit of all members. Since Articles 19 and 21.1 have no direct and clear prescription that the implementation is a de jure obligation, Article 23.1 endows a legitimate obligation.\textsuperscript{55} Third, Article 23 of DSU lays down that when disputes arise under the WTO framework, the members shall have recourse to, and abide by, the rules and procedures of DSU. Thus, the members are to settle disputes through multilateral DSU procedures rather than unilateral action, including the compliance procedures following the panel report of the AB.\textsuperscript{56} Article 3.10 of DSU, in connection with Article 23, elaborates the obligations of the members to use multilateral procedures and redress trade grievances in good faith.\textsuperscript{57} Pursuant to Article 23.2 of DSU, members shall follow procedures set forth in Articles 21 and 22 such as those governing the determination of the reasonable period of time and authorization or suspension. It imposes legal obligation of compliance to the members.\textsuperscript{58}

Moreover, the obligation of compliance is also well founded on “Marrakesh Agreement on Establishment of the World Trade Organization” (hereinafter WTO Agreement). On the one hand, the implementation of recommendations and rulings usually take the legal category of \textit{restitutio in integrum} as their contents can be regarded as a double-layer intensified obligation exerted by the WTO system. Apart from the obligation to bring inconsistent measures into conformity with relevant covered agreement, the WTO Agreement sets to ensure their legislation, judiciary and administration in conformity with the covered agreement.\textsuperscript{59} Probably, we can envisage the obligation set forth in the WTO Agreement as a ‘meta-obligation,’ from which the obligation to comply with the panel or the AB’s recommendations and rulings would originate. Now that the nature of the obligation of compliance in DSU - the ‘secondary obligation’- remains largely moot, based on \textit{pacta sunt servanda}, the basic obligation of compliance of the members by the WTO Agreement and covered agreements shall not be ignored in anyway. Moreover, it is not insisted that the obligation of compliance in DSM, especially the obligation to bring inconsistent measures in conformity with the
concerning covered agreement, apply separately from the one contained in the WTO Agreement and other in the covered agreement. Rather, in the dispute settlement procedures, the panel or the AB makes efforts to find existence of such obligations in the WTO Agreement and DSU either individually or in the covered agreements. Then, DSB orders the members concerned to observe obligations of DSU. Thus, the obligation of compliance in DSM is mandatory, stemming from the constitutional ground of the WTO system. The recommendations or rulings is not only the mandate of DSU itself, but also legal obligations in the WTO Agreement and subsequent covered agreements. Those are grounds for the legitimacy of the WTO system.

On the other hand, according to Annex II of the WTO Agreement, DSU is an integral part of a group of binding agreements accepted by the WTO members. They must comply with the obligations of DSU as well as follow the WTO DSM’s decisions. Therefore, the implementation of the DSB’s recommendations and rulings are binding the members. In a nutshell, mainly due to the different rules of DSP, compliance with the DSM’s decisions is just a legal obligation having binding forces on the members. As a result, under the WTO Agreement and DSU, IDSMs have made a significant step forward towards the rule of law. Compared to DSP, the legalization of compliance procedures in DSM has been duly enhanced. Conversely, the process has changed the binding force of multilateral trade system effectively.

IV. THE HEIGHTENING OF PRECISION OF RULES GOVERNING THE COMPLIANCE OF THE WTO DSM’S DECISIONS

The term ‘precision’ here means that the rules unambiguously define the conduct they require, authorize, or proscribe. The WTO DSM denied vague principles governing the time and content of compliance, thereby filling up loopholes concerning compliance. It increases the precision of rules and provides relatively clear guidance to the members. The precision of rules is closely connected with the compliance condition. There are two set of rules acting as the criteria of
compliance in DSM: (1) the reasonable period of time to implement; and (2) the quality of compliance. According to the relevant provisions of the GATT and WTO, the precision of rules about compliance can be analyzed in the following four parts: (1) the informing of intentions to implement; (2) the confirmation of the reasonable period of time to implement; (3) the content of compliance; and (4) the determination of compliance condition.

A. The Informing of the Intentions to Implement
Both DSP and DSM have the rules on informing intentions of implementation. DSM, however, set time limits for the procedure thereof. Originally, there was no content about the intentions to implement in the GATT text. The rule was first created by the Decision. The second paragraph of Part I of the Decision provides that the contracting party should inform the council of its intentions of implementing the DSM’s recommendations and rulings. DSU has the same provision. Article 21.3 of DSU provides that within 30 days after the date of adoption of the panel or AB report, the member concerned shall inform DSB of its intention to implement the recommendations and rulings of DSB. While informing the intentions to implement, the rule containing time limit in DSU helps to impede delays occurring in the informing process. Instead, the rules in the Decision could not prescribe when the relevant party shall carry out the informing procedure. Obviously, the precision of the rules governing the informing of intentions to implement in DSM is a little higher than that of the Decision. Both DSU and the Decision, however, have no further explication on what the word ‘intentions’ means. DSU and the Decision may have granted the discretionary power to decide on the connotation of intentions to the parties themselves. But DSU, in footnote 11, adds that, when the DSB conference is not scheduled, a meeting shall be held for the informing procedure specially. It signifies that DSM emphasizes more about the timeliness of compliance.

B. The Determination of the Reasonable Period of Time
Compared to the rules about the “reasonable period of time” in DSP, those determining the reasonable period of time in DSM are much stricter. As the concerning legislation, regulation or measures need a period of time to be amended or repealed. It is natural for the party to have a period of time to implement the rec-
ommendations and rulings. This can be regarded as an ‘exception’ to implement promptly, but not an inherent right enjoyed by the party concerned.\textsuperscript{67} The purpose of creating “reasonable period of time” in DSP and DSM is to advance the solution of trade disputes effectively and benefit all members or contracting parties. The concept of “reasonable period of time” first emerged in the US case filed by Holland and Denmark on restrictions of the import of dairy products in 1951, in which the CPs concluded that the US violated the rules under the GATT and consented to grant her a reasonable period of time to annul the restriction measures.\textsuperscript{68} Subsequently, the content of “reasonable period of time” was legalized into the GATT DSP formally. According to the texts of the Understanding, the reasonable period of time was not stipulated directly; the content that the contracting party may enjoy “reasonable period of time” can only be inferred from the provisions indirectly. Paragraphs 21 and 22 of the Understanding read as follows:

The CPs should take appropriate action on reports of panels and working parties within \textit{a reasonable period of time}… If the CPs’ recommendations are not implemented within \textit{a reasonable period of time}… [Emphasis added]

Afterwards, the 1982 Ministerial Conference of the GATT declared the Decision on Dispute Settlement (hereinafter the Declaration) which confirmed the content of the Understanding, including those rules about reasonable period of time.\textsuperscript{69} According to the Declaration, before making the recommendation or ruling on the basis of the panel report, the council may allow the concerning party a specific reasonable period of time to consider the proper actions it shall take for a satisfactory solution.\textsuperscript{70} Also, in the process of implementation, the concerning party could have a specified period of time to report or explain its condition for implementation. Unfortunately, what the party in question can rely on is still vague, prescribing the reasonable period of time in the traditional ambiguous way. The Decision, however, has clearly stipulated the “reasonable period of time” granting the concerning party such a ‘right’ explicitly. Paragraph 2 of Part I in the Decision reads as follows:

If it is impracticable to comply immediately with the recommendations or rulings, the contracting party concerned \textit{shall have}\textsuperscript{71} a reasonable period of time in
which to do so. [Emphasis added].

Compared to the rules in the Understanding and the Declaration, the Decision made great progress in the precision of the rules governing the grant of time. Notwithstanding that the rules of time limit for implementation grew more concretely, there was still no concrete provision under the GATT DSP determining such issues. As a result, because neither the panel nor the injured party could decide the span of the period, the concerning party could take the reasonable period of time as the ‘legitimate’ excuse to avoid prompt compliance.

The period of time rules contributed to clearly implementing the WTO DSM’s decisions. It also promoted the overall legalization level of DSM. Regarding the reasonable period of time, Article 21.3 of DSU is similar to the second paragraph of Part I in the Decision. Article 21.3, however, provides three sequencing ways to determine how long the reasonable period of time should be, by making the rules functional and feasible for compliance. Furthermore, Article 21.3(c) sets the ceiling of the reasonable period of time, i.e., from the date of adoption of a panel or AB report, it should be implemented within 15 months. Meanwhile, DSU flexibly prescribes that the time decided in the above ways may be shorter or longer than stipulated, depending on circumstances. In conclusion, the rules governing the reasonable period of time in DSM are more precise than those in DSP.

C. The Content of Compliance
DSU has clearer and more precise rules than DSP on the recommendations and rulings of the panel or the AB. Article 23 of the GATT stipulates that when the CPs considers the circumstances seriously enough, this provision can authorize the injured party to suspend application of concession under the GATT, without furthering compliance. Although both the Understanding and the Decision provide the dictions such as ‘compliance with’ or ‘comply with,’ they have not yet laid down the contents guiding directly the behaviors of the concerning parties. Under such circumstances, the concrete measures the parties concerned should take according to the recommendations of the CPs may only be subject to the discretion of the concerning parties.

Article 19 of DSU is guiding the compliance more precisely than the WTO
DSM’s decisions. It stipulates as follows:

Where a panel or the Appellate Body concludes that a measure is inconsistent with a covered agreement, it shall recommend that the Member concerned bring the measure into conformity with that agreement.\(^{76}\)

It is clear that the content of compliance is to maintain the conformity between the adopted inconsistent measures and the relevant covered agreement. Article 22 of DSU adds that when the recommendations and rulings of the panel or the AB are not implemented within a reasonable period of time, some temporary measures are available in that event which are compensation and suspension of concessions or other obligations. Comparing to the following procedures of compliance, however, the compensation and suspension of concession are regarded as sub-optimal approaches.\(^{77}\) Taking another way, the crux of compliance with the DSM’s decision is to rectify inconsistent measures by introducing new laws or regulations, modifying or repealing existing ones and taking other necessary legislative, judicial or administrative actions. There is also a peripheral or complementary approach. When the implementation of the recommendations and rulings is not feasible, the compensation rendered \textit{motu proprio} and the forceful countermeasures can be used as means to ensure compliance temporarily.\(^{78}\) Although the meaning of “bring the measure into conformity” is still obscure,\(^{79}\) the precision of the rules to confirm the content of compliance is growing much higher than that under DSP.

\textbf{D. The Judgment of Condition of Compliance}

The rules governing the judgment of compliance condition in DSU are more precise than those of DSP. Neither the Understanding nor the Decision provides for a clear guidance in this matter. The Understanding, in Paragraph 22, just mentions that when the recommendations and rulings are not implemented by the party concerned, the CPs should make suitable efforts to find an appropriate solution, \textit{a fortiori}, instructing the relevant body to adjudge implementation of the decisions and its extent. Similarly, the Decision, in Paragraph 3 of Part I, explains that any contracting party seeking judgment on the compliance condition, at any time following the adoption of the decisions, may raise the issue of implementa-
tion to the council, when there is no statement on what the council can invoke.

Article 21.6 of DSU absorbs the rules regulating the judgment of compliance conditions of the Understanding and the Decision. With only a few changes in terms of wordings, this provision also contains that the member concerned should provide a status report in writing of its progress in relation to the implementation of the recommendations or rulings to DSB. However, DSU sets the yardstick for the compliance condition in Article 22.2. It provides as follows:

If the Member concerned fails to bring the measure found to be inconsistent with a covered agreement into compliance therewith or otherwise comply with the recommendations and rulings within the reasonable period of time determined pursuant to paragraph 3 of Article 21, such Member shall… [Emphasis added].

Actually, Article 22.2 of DSU provides for two sets of standards instructing the judgment on compliance condition: the actions to bring the measures in conformity with the covered agreement; and to comply with the recommendations and rulings. In comparison to DSP, DSM may have not achieved a breakthrough in the precision dimension of the rules governing the judgment of compliance condition. In view of the theory of legalization, however, the precision of rules and the delegation can be mutually complementary.

E. The Advancement of Delegation on the Compliance in the WTO DSM

The term ‘delegation’ is defined as the grant of authority by two or more States or regions to an international body to make decisions or take actions. There are such types of delegations as: delegation of adjudication, monitor and enforcement, regulation, research (or investigation), and advice (or recommendation). Originally, the GATT was created just as the forum for negotiation with a set of non-binding and relatively ambiguous rules guiding the trade conducts. Dispute settlement was just a peripheral function. However, DSM, equipped with binding jurisdiction and forceful means of compliance, built a quasi-judicial body with more delegation types and higher degrees of delegation granted by members. Therefore, from the perspective of trade dispute settlement, the delegation of DSM and the legalization thereof, is much higher than DSP.
F. The Augmentation of the Delegation Types
In DSP, the contracting parties grant the power to authorize suspension of concession and judge compliance conditions to the CPs.\textsuperscript{88} The delegations to the CPs include the authority to monitor the compliance, enforce the decisions, investigate and recommend. There is no a critical type of delegation, i.e., the delegation of adjudication.\textsuperscript{89} Under DSP, when the disputes arise and are referred to the CPs, the CPs can recommend on the basis of investigation and authorize the injured party to suspend the application of concession \textit{vis-a-vis} the party concerned.\textsuperscript{90} From the aspect of legalizing compliance, the category of delegation under WTO is richer than under the GATT. Concretely, Article 23 of the GATT contains the delegation to enforce and recommend the decisions.\textsuperscript{91} The Decision contains the delegation of surveillance in paragraph 3 of Part I which stipulates that the council should keep surveillance on the implementation of the recommendations and rulings adopted under Article 23.

The general instruction delegates that the authorities concerning the compliance of the DSM’s decision is mentioned in Article 2.1, the part with the chapeau ‘Administration’ in DSU. The provision puts as follows:

\begin{quote}
The Dispute Settlement Body is hereby established to \textit{administer} these rules and procedures… Accordingly, the DSB shall have the authority to \textit{establish panels}, \textit{adopt panel and Appellate Body reports (delegation of regulation, investigation, adjudication and recommendation)}, \textit{maintain surveillance of implementation of rulings and recommendations (delegation of surveillance)}, and \textit{authorize suspension of concessions and other obligations (delegation of enforcement)} under the covered agreements. [Notes and Emphasis added].
\end{quote}

In this general provision, we can sift through the issue of delegation of regulation, investigation, adjudication, recommendation (or advice), surveillance (or monitoring), and enforcement. Specifically, Article 19 of DSU clarifies that the panel and the AB shall recommend the concerned member to bring the measure, found to be inconsistent with the covered agreement, in conformity with that agreement. This provision shows the content of recommendatory delegation. In addition, the panel or the AB may suggest the ways for the member to implement such recommendations. Articles 21.6 and 22.8 of DSU grant the authority or responsibility of surveillance to DSB, prescribing that the Body shall keep
under surveillance, the implementation of adopted recommendations or rulings, providing the compensation and the suspension of concessions. The delegation of enforcement was granted in Article 22.2, empowering DSB to authorize suspension of concession at request when the recommendations and rulings of the panel or the AB are not implemented accordingly.

The central type of delegation in respect of compliance with the DSM’s decisions - delegation of adjudication - are presented in Articles 21.3, 21.5, 22.6 of DSU in an orderly, systematic and gradational pattern. First, Article 21.3 grants the authority to adjudicate on the reasonable period of time to the panel. Then, as to disagreement on the condition of implementation, Article 21.5 allows the parties to resort to arbitration herein on the issues of the existence or consistency with a covered agreement of measures taken to comply with the recommendations and rulings. Lastly, at the end of the compliance procedure, when the member concerned objects to the level of suspension proposed, or claims that the principles and procedures set forth in Paragraph 3 have not been followed by the opposite party, the matter can be referred to and heard by the adjudication with the act of suspension pending.\(^{92}\)

There are no clear rules granting the delegation of regulation and investigation on the compliance of the DSM’s decisions. Because regulation and investigation are the ground of other types of delegation discussed above, however, these delegations can definitely be inferred from the DSU text implicitly.\(^{93}\) Additionally, re-delegation\(^{94}\) - a special type of delegation - exists in the compliance procedure of DSM. On the one hand, there is no distinction among objects of delegation such as DSB, the panel and the AB. Thus, as a corollary, it can be regarded as re-delegation between DSB and the panel or the AB. On the other hand, re-delegation happens within different types of delegation. Article 22.6 of DSU contains, e.g., the delegation of enforcement, granting DSB to authorize suspension. Further, when the parties have contentious views on the levels of suspension and the principles and procedures on which the decision of suspension have been made, they can resort to ‘arbitration.’ Regarding the compliance with the DSM’s decisions, re-delegation connects the delegation of enforcement with adjudication, making the delegation system relatively complete.\(^{95}\) In conclusion, with regard to compliance, the delegation in DSM is much more systematic than DSP.
G. The Promotion of the Delegation Degree
In terms of compliance with the recommendations and rulings of the DSM’s decisions, *ceteris paribus*, the delegation degree of DSM is much higher. Regardless of the adjudication delegation that is omitted under DSP, surveillance and enforcement present some distinction on the delegation degree. The different degrees of surveillance delegation under DSM and DSP are mainly reflected upon the extent of authority granted to the third body such as the CPs or DSB, while different degrees of enforcement delegation can be embodied by the operability of the authority granted by the members or the contracting parties. This will be discussed and demonstrated below.

First, DSM enjoys richer authorities to monitor compliance of recommendations and rulings than DSP. As the bedrock to DSP, Article 23 of DSU has no unambiguous guidance on the issue of surveillance. Nonetheless, if deeply analyzed on the text, the provision is found to have combined the surveillance and the enforcement delegation together, attempting to attain the purpose of monitoring compliance through intimidation to authorize retaliation. The Understanding, in Paragraph 22, took a step further and put down the contents of surveillance in the text authorizing the CPs to monitor the compliance of recommendations and rulings. Notwithstanding the progresses abovementioned, Paragraph 24 reads that the CPs agree to conduct a regular and systematic review of developments in the trading system. Whether the review is aimed at the compliance of recommendations, the rulings remains unknown. The word ‘agree’ therein, however, may not be equivalent to the meaning of delegation. The Decision, in Paragraph 3 of Part I, had detailed prescriptions governing the surveillance delegation, which were highly influenced by Article 21.6 of DSU, with only small changes to the objects of the delegation such as the council replaced by DSB. Along with the expansion of the contents of enforcement delegation, DSU extends the surveillance delegation into the ending phase of compliance. It means that DSB should continue to monitor the suspension of concession and the compliance of recommendations and rulings still remaining effective.

Second, as for the delegation of enforcement, a palpable loophole of DSP is that the rules therein lack practical operability. DSM has made significant advancements in this regard. Article 23 of DSU only explains that the CPs can, when considering circumstances seriously enough, authorize the complainant to
suspend the application of concession to the losing party. However, no further word is available on the content, extent and methods of countermeasures. Paragraph 22 of the Understanding mentions that, in case of ambiguity, the CPs can try to seek appropriate solution from the party, which is shaded in ambiguity.

The contents of enforcement delegation expand more largely in DSM than DSP. By connecting the delegation of adjudication with surveillance, the operability of the enforcement delegation has improved to a large extent compared to DSP. The general provision of enforcement delegation is laid down at Article 22.2 of DSU. It states that when the decisions of DSB are not implemented within a reasonable period of time, and the negotiation between the concerning parties fails within 20 days after the expiry of the reasonable period of time, any party invoking DSM can request DSB to authorize retaliation. Then, for the determination of “whether be implemented or not,” the adjudication delegation, as stipulated in Article 21.5, can authorize the panel to hear and decide on the disagreement regarding the existence or consistency with a covered agreement as the measures taken to comply with the recommendations and rulings. In relation to the question on “how to apply the suspension,” however, Article 22.3 of DSU supplies the prevailing party with three methods based on different circumstances. Also, Article 22.4 states that the level of suspension shall be commensurate with the level of the nullification or impairment. Through the expansion of contents and strengthening of precision pertaining to the application of suspension, the operability has been enhanced. At the end of the spectrum of the compliance procedure, when parties disagree with those issues as to, e.g., whether suspension is compatible with the covered agreement, the ways and the level of suspension, the principles and procedures upon which the authority of suspension based, the matters shall be referred to arbitration. Briefly concluding, the enforcement delegation under DSM is equipped with higher operability and authority through coordination with the arbitration delegation, which contributes to the development of legalization of compliance procedures and underpins further the legality of DSM.
V. CONCLUSION: THE POTENTIAL LACUNAE OF LEGALIZATION IN THE COMPLIANCE OF THE WTO DSM’S DECISIONS

The legalization of compliance with the WTO DSM’s decisions is overcoming some crucial obstacles of the GATT period. Today, there is a progress in three elements of legalization: precision of rules concerning compliance; the obligation of the members to comply with the decisions; and the delegation empowering the competent bodies to perform authorities on compliance. The legalization of compliance procedures *vis-a-vis* the WTO DSM’s decisions provides a set of rules governing matters as such and the baseline to assess the compliance condition. It has also laid down the foundation for the following round of legalization.

A. The Basis of the Extant Legal Framework

The legalization of compliance of the WTO DSM’s decisions would be shaped more completely in the future. As mentioned above, the compliance system under DSM is not so perfect. Rather, the recalcitrance of concerning members to implement the recommendations and rulings of the panel or the AB is still a serious threat to DSM. As to the lacunae of legalization, compliance issues could be explained and illuminated from a broader and more flexible perspective, so that it would maintain operation and normativity of the whole system. However, the positive perspective *per se* does not explain and solve non-compliance and “lesser than optimal” compliance problems, which, in turn, spotlights salient questions and the potential for developing the legalization. Accordingly, the precision, obligation and delegation may be imbalanced in the process. As a result, in the process of legalization, the laggard may offset the progresses that other elements have achieved. It means that the overall level of legalization may not be improved. Article 19.1 of DSU exerts, *inter alia*, the obligation to implement the recommendations and rulings on the members, but has no further elucidation on the meaning of “bring the measure into conformity with the covered agreement.” Also, the following paragraph of Article 19.1 just puts that the panel or the AB may suggest the ways for the concerning member to implement the recommendations in an expressive parlance and forceless manner. Consequently, in spite of the progresses in the delegation and precision dimension, the compliance proce-
dure in DSM still lacks direct legal channels in domestic legal framework.\textsuperscript{104}

Additionally, the current approach to legalization is not always compliance-oriented. The design and composition of precision, obligation and delegation may have no direct or powerful influences on compliance, which also exists in the process of compliance-based legalization such as DSM. As mentioned above, Article 19 of DSU sets the obligation to implement the recommendations and rulings for the members, and Articles 21 and 22 expound the terms, procedures, contents and methods of compliance, respectively. Most of the efforts for legalizing DSM are still normative, focusing more on the “ought to be.” In other words, the members should comply with the rules herein, while less on ‘what is’ where the members will or will not, can or cannot comply with the decisions in practice. As to the retaliation mechanism, \textit{e.g.}, direct retaliations based on multilateral background take harder effect than bilateral one; the effects of retaliations in simple and short term relationships are more limited than the ones under complex, ongoing relationship.\textsuperscript{105} With regard to the legalization of compliance in DSM, however, compensation has to be carried out consistent with the most favored nation treatment, leaving the kind of compliance almost useless in reality except for rare cases.\textsuperscript{106} Apart from a few procedural terms, the DSU rules seem to leave political and economic imbalance in world trade neglected, and the facial “equality on status” among the members ignore the capacity of those small and medium developing countries to carry out decisions.\textsuperscript{107} In a sense, the possibility or the opportunity to recover trade benefits is one thing, while the intention or the capacity to enjoy them is another. As a consequence, the legalization of DSM should place emphasis on compliance in order to improve the binding force of DSM.\textsuperscript{108}

Meanwhile, the legalization of DSM may have some negative impacts on domestic politicians and their constituencies. The obligations of the GATT 1994 regarding safeguard measures, \textit{e.g.}, are likely to deprive the government of a useful tool to regulate the international trade, and the process of legalization may pose an immediate threat to domestic political support of the WTO.\textsuperscript{109} Likewise, it might have negative side effects for domestic society, which may change the members’ attitude and behavior towards DSM in adverse direction.
B. Theory of Legalization as a Valuable Tool

The theory of legalization is not only a valuable tool in analyzing the compliance procedures, but also the basis to recognize and assess compliance practice under DSM. As mentioned above, IDSMs are framed through international consensus. The members with the authority, *a priori*, will not comply with the decisions of IDSMs beyond what they have transferred. Therefore, the States or regions will naturally comply with the DSM decisions within the category of obligations set by the legalization framework. As the corollary, the compliance condition of the WTO members could be reviewed and assessed on the basis of the DSU system and regard the legalization framework as the boundary. On the compliance of the WTO DSM’s decisions, some scholars would predict and judge the compliance condition of specific member based on factors such as the history of their involvement in the international system, the litigation tradition, prior compliance conditions, capacity to implement, etc.

Paradoxically, when scholars study the question of compliance, their logic and rationale wander beyond the framework of legalization. Restricted by the embedded and entrenched mind set, the conclusion they draw from this kind of research cannot avoid political prejudice and ideological discrimination. It would be neither objective nor acceptable.
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